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"The biotech industry is a complex, rapidly evolving, and critical industry. The industry holds great commercial and societal promise, but it is also filled with hype, confusion, and risks. Bergeron and Chan do a remarkable job of providing a sweeping, insightful, and probing assessment of the current state and likely evolution of this global industry. This book is essential reading for the executive who desires a thorough understanding of this business and its potential."
  —John P. Glaser
  Vice President and Chief Information Officer
  Partners Healthcare System, Inc.
"Bergeron and Chan have done a marvelous job integrating many different perspectives to give the reader a coherent road map of the biotech industry for the next decade. This powerful book is anchored by numerous relevant examples that create a framework which any life sciences professional needs to understand. Of particular note is the compelling assessment of the IT industry and its impact on the life sciences as these industries converge."
  —Michael A. Greeley
  Managing General Partner
  IDG Ventures  

An in-depth examination of the growth and financing of the biotechnology industry worldwide  

Biotech Industry: A Global, Economic, and Financing Overview provides a thorough look at the current state of the biotechnology industry, including where major research is being conducted, where it’s being applied, and where money and intellectual capital are flowing.  

Written by a renowned business columnist and an entrepreneurial scientist in the biotech area, this unique book gives CEOs and other senior-level managers an understanding of Asia’s pivotal role in the worldwide success of biotechnology commercialization, as well as insight into the biotech market over the next decade.     

       About the Author
   Bryan Bergeron is the author of twelve books, including Essentials of Shared Services, Essentials of  Knowledge Management, and Business Expectations: Are You Using Technology to its Fullest? (all published by Wiley). He also serves as editor in chief of e.MD and technical editor of Postgraduate Medicine, is on the editorial boards of Healthcare Informatics and Perspectives in Biology and Medicine, and is a columnist for WebMD. He teaches technology and business courses at Harvard Medical School and MIT.
     Paul Chan is a columnist specializing in technology finance, value-based management, and private equity for Asia’s leading business newspaper, Business Times, where he currently heads the new media unit. He has had a long and successful career as an equity strategist and management consultant, and he has advised a gamut of global institutional investors. He also has directed equity research at some of Asia’s largest brokerage houses.       
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Practical ClojureApress, 2010

	This book is the first definitive reference for the Clojure language, providing both an introduction to functional programming in general and a more specific introduction to Clojure’s features. This book demonstrates the use of the language through examples, including features such as STM and immutability, which may be new to...
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How to Talk About Books You Haven't ReadBloomsbury Reference, 2007
"It may well be that too many books are published, but by good fortune, not all must be read.... A survivor's guide to life in the chattering classes...evidently much in need." --New York Times

Praise for How to Talk About Books You Havent Read:
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Ethernet SwitchesO'Reilly, 2013

	
		If you’re ready to build a large network system, this handy excerpt from Ethernet: The Definitive Guide, Second Edition gets you up to speed on a basic building block: Ethernet switches. Whether you’re working on an enterprise or campus network, data center, or Internet service provider network, you’ll learn...
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Robotics and Automation HandbookCRC Press, 2004
Robots are machines that have interested the general population throughout history. In general, they are machines or devices that operate automatically or by remote control. Clearly people have wanted to use such equipment since simple devices were developed. The word robot itself comes from Czech robota, “servitude, forced labor,” and...
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Elliptic Curves (Graduate Texts in Mathematics)Springer, 2003
The book divides naturally into several parts according to the level of the material,
the background required of the reader, and the style of presentation with respect to
details of proofs. For example, the first part, to Chapter 6, is undergraduate in level,
the second part requires a background in Galois theory and the third some...
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Beginning Arduino (Technology in Action)Apress, 2013

	Want to light up a display? Control a touch screen? Program a robot? The Arduino is a microcontroller board that can help you do all of these things, plus nearly anything you can dream up. Even better, it's inexpensive and, with the help of Beginning Arduino, Second Edition, easy to learn.


	In Beginning Arduino,...
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